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Introduction 
During recent years, food safety has become a major concern for both the Vietnamese 
Government and local consumers. Increasing numbers of food poisoning cases have been 
registered by the Food Administration, due to chemical residues in fruits and vegetables; 
hormone and antibiotic residues in meat and aquatic products; and also due to the use of 
forbidden additives and food borne pathogens (Nhai and Le Bas, 2006). Low awareness by 
authorities, consumers and producers, together with unsufficient surveillance and control 
measures have all been factors which have contributed to this unfortnate situation. 
To deal with these issues and improve the situation, the Government has recently promulgated 
a number of regulations related to food safety, based on the major 2003 Ordinance on Food 
safety. 
Within the framework of the PRISE research consortium, this document outlines a summary 
of legislative documents related to food safety from 2002 to March 2007. The regulations 
promulgated before 2002 are available in a former review prepared by the WHO 
(Anonymous, 2002). 
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I. Regulations from the National Assembly 
No 
1 
2 
Source 
www.cucthuy.g 
ov.vn 
Official Gazette 
No.138 (24-8-
2003) 
Title in English 
Ordinance No 18/2004/PL­
UBTVQH of April 29, 2004 
on Veterinary Medicine 
Ordinance No12/2003/PL­
UBTVQH11 on food 
hygiene and safety 
�tie in Vietnamese 
Phap- lfnh Thu Y s6 
18/2004/PL-UBTVQH 
Phap lenh s6 12/2003/PL­
UBTVQHll v� V� sinh an 
toan thµc ph§m 
Summar_r 
The Ordinance prescribes animal diseases prevention 
and treatment, surveillance, animal and animal products 
quarantine, slaughtering control, veterinary hygiene 
inspection, management of veterinary drugs, veterinary­
use of bio-products, micro-organisms and chemicals, 
veterinary practices. 
This ordinance replaced the Veterinary Medicine 
Ordinance dated February 4, 1993. 
The Ordinance provides for the application of hygiene 
and safety measures in processing, packing, storing, and 
transporting food, either fresh or raw; it provides for the 
additives used in food processing, accidental poisoning, 
eventual food-transmitted diseases and the GMP 
technologies applied to food production. 
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II. Prime Ministerial Regulations 
No Source 
Decisions 
3 
4 
Official Gazette 
No. 34+35 
(March 23, 
2006) 
http://www.nea. 
gov.vn 
Title in English 
Decision No.394/QD-TTg 
of March 13, 2006 on the 
promotion of investment in 
construction and expansion 
of animal and poultry 
slaughtering, preserving and 
processing establishments on 
an industrial and 
concentrated scale 
Decision No. 43/2006/QD­
TTg approving the National 
Action Plan for Food Safety 
and Hygiene until 2010 
Title in Vietnamese 
Quy�t djnh s6 394/QD-TTg 
ngay 13/3/2006 khuySn 
khich d§u tu xay d\Illg m&i, 
ma r9ng C(J SO' giSt m6, bao 
quan chs biSn gia sue, gia 
c§m Va C(J SO' chan nuoi gia 
c§m t�p trung, cong nghi�p 
Quy�t dfnh s6 43/2006/QD­
TTg phe duy?t chuang trinh 
hanh dong qu6c gia dam bao 
v? sinh an toan thµc phllm 
ctsn 2010 
Summa!)'.: 
This decision promotes investment in the construction 
and expansion of slaughtering, preserving and processing 
of animals and poultry by organizations/ individuals, by 
giving special treatment in terms of tax, interest, 
techniques, etc. 
The purpose of this Decision is to approve the National 
Action Plan for Food Safety and Hygiene, which shall 
have the following objectives: i) raising the awareness 
and responsibility of food producers, dealers and 
consumers towards food safety and hygiene; ii) trying to 
comply to world food standards; achieving the target that 
100% of high-risk food production enterprises will apply 
the Hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP); 
and iii) preventing the spread through food of food 
poisoning and diseases; etc. Contents and 
implementation solutions of the National Action Plan, 
and implementation progress are described in Article 1. 
The Inter-branch Steering Committee for Food Safety 
and Hygiene shall have the responsibility to direct, 
monitor, inspect and urge ministries, branches, etc., to 
effectively implement this plan. Article 2 describes the 
6 
5 http://vbgppl.m 
OJ.gov.vn 
and Official 
Gazette, No7 (5 
Feb. 2003) 
Directives 
http://www.chin 
hphu.vn 
Decision No. 28/2003/QD­
TTg approving the National 
Scheme on control of micro­
organism contamination and 
chemical residues in 
foodstuffs in the period from 
2003 to 2010 
Directive No.190/CT-BNN­
TY of January 17, 2007 on 
urgent measures to control 
the transportation, trade and 
slaughtering of poultry and 
poultry products 
Directive No 06/2007/CT­
TTg on March 28, 2007 on 
urgent measures to ensure 
food hygiene and safety 
Quy�t d!nh s6 28/2003/QD­
TTG phe duy�t k€ ho�ch 
hanh d9ng qu6c gia v� kiSm 
soat lay nhi�m Vi sinh V?t Va 
t6n du hoa chgt tren thvc 
ph§m tu 2003-2010 
Chi thi s6 190/CT-BNN-TY 
ngay 17/01/2007 v� vi�c tang 
cuong cac bi�n phap dp 
bach kiSm soat V?n chuySn 
buon ban gi€t m6 gia dm, 
san ph§m gia dm 
Chi th! 06/2007 /CT-TTg 
ngay 28 thang 3 nam 2007 
V� vi�c triSn khai cac bi�n 
phap dp bach bao dam v� 
sinh an toan thvc ph§m 
responsibilities of each ministry in organizing the 
implementation of the plan. 
The Decision provides for the prevention and control of 
potential contamination with micro-organisms and 
chemical residues in foodstuff and their effects; applying 
procedures to guarantee the safety and hygiene of all 
edible products from their cultivation to their processing 
as foodstuffs. It involves testing the foodstuffs' quality, 
hygiene and safety standards (FQHS) in centralized and 
decentralized laboratories; the legal and scientific 
documentations related to the system; the evaluation of 
the presence and usage of fertilizers, food additives and 
other possibly contaminating substances; training and 
regular updating of personnel involved in the activities 
of farming, breeding, slaughtering, and processing edible 
products (including those deriving from aquaculture); 
and, furthermore, the identification of the authorities and 
Agencies responsible for the implementation of the 
scheme. 
Urgent measures to control the transportation, trade and 
slaughtering of poultry and poultry products. 
To deal with problems concerning food hygiene and 
safety (pesticide residues in vegetables, hormone and 
antibiotic residues in animal and fish, use of forbidden 
additives in food processing and preservation, etc.), 
different measures are instructed: enhancing 
communication and education, management and control, 
7 
http://www.cuct 
huy.gov.vn 
Official Gazette 
No 08-09 
(November 7, 
2005) 
http://www.nea .. 
gov.vn 
Directive No 29/2006/CT­
TTg of August 8, 2006 on 
the enhancement of 
prevention and control of 
avian influenza and influenza 
type A (H5N 1) in humans 
Directive No. 16/2006/CT­
TTg dated May 4, 2006 by 
the Prime Minister on urgent 
measures on the prevention 
and control of foot-and­
mouth disease in animals 
Directive No.37/CT-TTg of 
October 28, 2005 
promulgating a number of 
measures to enhance the 
management of chemicals 
and antibiotics used in food 
production and trading 
Directive No. 34/2005/CT -
TTg of October 15, 2005, on 
concentrating efforts on the 
coordinated and efficient 
Chi thj s6 29/2006/CT-TTg 
ngay 08/8/2006 vs vi�c tang 
cucmg c6ng tac phong ch6ng 
dich cum gia d.m va cum A 
(H5N 1) a nguoi 
Chi thj 16/2006/CT-TTg, 
ngay 04/5/2006 cua Thu 
tu6ng Chinh phu vS bi�n 
phap dp bach phong, ch6ng 
dich la mf>m long m6ng a 
gia sue 
Chi thj s6 37/2005/CT-TTG 
n�ay 28 �hang l O nam 2005 
ve m9t so bi�n phap tang 
cucmg quan ly h6a ch�t, 
khang sinh dung cho san 
xu�t, kinh doanh thvc ph§m 
Chi thi 34/2005/CT-TTg 
ngay 15/10/2005 vS vi�c t�p 
trung sue triJn khai thvc hi�n 
df>ng b9 c6 hi�u qua k� 
respecting regulations on food hygiene and safety, etc. 
Enhancement of prevention and control of avian 
influenza and influenza type A (H5N 1) in humans 
through reinforcement of communication and education; 
control of poultry/ poultry products' transportation, 
slaughtering, trade, consumption and importation; 
speeding up the vaccination of poultry; monitoring after 
vaccination, etc. 
The Directive provides for urgent measures to prevent 
and control foot-and-mouth disease in animals by 
monitoring and vaccination of animals, and control of 
animal trade and transportation. 
The aim of this Directive is to guarantee food hygiene 
and safety for consumers, and ensure that Vietnamese 
products conform to international standards. 
Furthermore, it prohibits the use of ass011ed chemicals 
and antibiotics in agricultural and aquatic products. 
Veterinary drugs and agents used for livestock shall not 
be used for aquatic animals and vice versa. The ban also 
prohibits the use of any assorted chemicals and drugs in 
the processing, conservation and storage of products 
whatsoever. The Ministry of Trade will assume prime 
responsibility and will cooperate with the Ministries of 
Agriculture and Rural Development, Fisheries, Health, 
Industry, Science and Technology and the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Environment. 
With this Directive, the Prime Minister instructs 
concerned ministries, branches and agencies to finalize 
and implement urgent action plans on bird - flu and 
human pandemic prevention and control, in order to take 
8 
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http://vbgppl.m 
oj.gov.vn 
http://vbgppl.m 
OJ.gov.vu 
implementation of the urgent 
action plan on avian 
influenza bird - flu (H5Nl) 
and human pandemic 
.2_revention and control 
Directive N o.30/2005/CT­
TTg on enhancing the 
management of animal and 
poultry slaughtering to 
ensure food hygiene 
Directive No. 25/CT-TTg of 
July 12, 2005 on vaccination 
to prevent avian influenza 
Directive No. 07/2002/CT­
TTg on enhancing the 
management of the use of 
antibiotics and chemicals in 
the production and trading of 
foodstuffs with animal 
ongms 
ho?Ch hanh d<;mg khan cap 
phc'mg ch6ng khi xay ra dich 
cum gia d.m (H5Nl) va d?i 
dich cum CJ nguoi 
Chi thj s6 30/2005/CT-TTG 
ngay 26 thang 9 nam 2005 
tang cuong cong tac quan ly 
gi�t mf> gia sue, gia cfun bao 
dam an toan v� sinh thvc 
.2_h.im 
Chi thj s6 25/2005/CT-TTg 
ngay 12/7/2005 cua thu 
tu6ng chinh phu v€ vi�c tiem 
v�c xin phong dich cum gia 
cam 
Chi thj s6 07/2002/CT-TTG 
ngay 25 thang 02 nam 2002 
v€ vi�c tang cuong quan ly 
vi�c SU dl,lilg thu6c khang 
sinh, hoa ch.it trong san xu.it 
kinh doanh thvc ph.im co 
ngufm g6c d<;mg V?t 
the initiative in coping with the possible pandemic. 
This Directive deals with small, unplanned and scattered 
slaughtering activities by establishing planned 
slaughters; promulgating regulations on the management 
and technical procedures of slaughtering, enhancing 
control of slaughters and communication of slaughtering 
hygiene and safety. 
Instructions by the PM to concerned Ministries and 
People's committees on the avian influenza vaccination 
by communication and education, vaccinating all famers' 
poultry, importation of vaccines, setting up and 
implementing vaccination programs, etc. 
This Directive deals with past complaints about the 
addition of forbidden agents to aquatic and agricultural 
products destined mainly for external trade. In particular, 
it reinforces the ban on assorted chemicals and 
antibiotics (i.e. chloramphenicol) from feedstuff for 
cattle, livestock, aquaculture, veterinary drugs and agents 
used in plant production or protection. Moreover, the ban 
also prohibits the use of any of the aforesaid assorted 
chemicals and drugs in the processing, conservation and 
storage of products whatsoever. The Directive applies 
also to foodstuffs, in order to protect consumers' health. 
The Ministries of Aquatic Resources, and of Agriculture 
and Rural Development will assume prime responsibility 
and will cooperate with the Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Environment and the Ministry of 
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Orders 
Official Gazette 
No. 138 (24-8-
2003) 
Decrees 
http://www.nea. 
gov.vn/ 
or Cong Bao 
nos 3 1 -32 (24-
1 0-2005) 
http://www.nea. 
gov.vn 
Order No. 20/2003/L-CTN 
promulgating the Ordinance 
on food hygiene and safety 
Decree No 05/2007/ND-CP 
of January 9, 2007 on the 
prevention and control of 
rabies in animals 
Decree No.129/2005/ND­
CP of October 17, 2005, on 
sanctioning of administrative 
violations in veterinary 
medicine 
Decree No. 126/2005/ND -
CP of October 10, 2005, 
providing for sanctioning of 
administrative violations in 
the field of measurement and 
Lenh ciia chii tich nll'o·c s6 
20/2003/L-CTN vS vi�c 
cong b6 Phap l�nh v� sinh an 
toan thµc phdm 
Nghj djnh s6 05/2007/ND­
CP ngay 09/ 1 /2007 cua 
chinh phu vs vi�c phong 
ch6ng b�nh d?i a d9ng v�t 
Nghj djnh s6 129/2005/ND­
CP 
vs XU ph?t vi ph?m hanh 
chinh trong linh V\JC thu y 
Nghj djnh s6 126/2005/ND­
CP ngay 10- 10-2005 quy 
dinh vS xu ph?t vi ph?m 
hanh chinh trong linh V\JC do 
luong va chdt lm;mg san 
Health. 
The Order includes the following: Chapter I, General 
Provisions. Chapter II, Food production and trading: 
Section 1- Fresh and raw food production and trading; 
Section 2- Food processing; Section 3- Food 
preservation and transportation; Section 4- Food imports, 
exports; Section 5- Food production and business 
conditions; Section 6- Announcement of food hygiene 
and safety standards; Section 7- Food advertisements 
and labeling. Chapter III, Prevention and overcoming of 
food poisoning and diseases transmitted via food. 
Chapter IV, State Management of food hygiene and 
safetv. 
Promulgation of regulation on the prevention and control 
of rabies in dogs, cats and other animals, including 
breeding, vaccination, monitoring and control of rabies, 
slaughtering, treatment in case of infection, declaration 
of an e.2_idemic, etc. 
This decree provides a definition of and administrative 
sanctions for violations, including prevention and 
treatment of disease, quarantine, veterinary hygiene, 
veterinary medicine, etc. 
This decree replaces the Regulation on administrative 
sanctioning in veterinary medicine, issued together with 
Decree No. 93/CP of November 27, 1993. 
This decree gives a definition of violation in the field of 
goods and products measurements and quality. It details 
different sanctions for each type of violation, such as 
verification of goods/products before selling, packaging, 
production, declaration of standards and quality, quality 
10 
quality of products and 
goods 
http://www.moh Decree No.45 2005/ND-CP 
.gov.vn providing for the sanctioning 
of administrative violations 
in the field of health 
http://www.nea. Decree No. 33/2005/ND-CP 
gov.vn detailing the implementation 
of a number of articles of the 
Ordinance on veterinary 
medicine 
http://vbgppl.m Decree No. 163/2004/ND-
oj.gov.vn CP on September 7, 2004 
detailing the implementation 
of a number of articles 
regulated in the Food Safety 
and Hygiene ordinance 
pham, hang hoa 
N ghj djnh s6 N o.45 
2005/ND-CP ngay 6/4/2005 
vS xu ph�t vi ph�m hanh 
chinh trong linh V\IC y tS 
N ghj djnh 33/2005/ND-CP 
ngay 15/3/2005 quy dinh chi 
tiSt thi hanh m(H s6 diSu cua 
Phap l�nh Thu y 
N ghj djnh 163/2004/ND-CP 
ngay 07/09/2004 quy dinh 
chi tiSt m9t s6 diSu cua Phap 
l�nh v� sinh an toan thvc 
ph�m 
certificate, etc. 
This decree provides for the sanctioning of 
administrative violations in the field of health. Violations 
of regulations on water and air, related to hygiene, are 
described in article 8, and on border medical quarantine 
in article 10. Section 2 describes acts of administrative 
violations related to food hygiene and safety, sanctioning 
the forms and levels. Specialized inspectors for hygiene 
and the Presidents of People's Committees at all levels 
shall be competent to sanction acts of administrative 
violations prescribed in this decree. This decree replaces 
Government Decree No. 46/CP of 6 August 1996 on the 
sanctioning of administrative violations in the field of 
state management of health. 
This decree gives detailed instructions on the 
implementation of the Ordinance on veterinary medicine. 
This decree is divided into the following Chapters: I, 
General Provisions; II, Hygiene and safety in Food 
Production and Trading; III, State Management 
Responsibilities for Food Hygiene and Safety and 
responsibilities in the prevention and overcoming of 
food poisoning and food-borne diseases; IV, 
Examination and Inspection of Food Hygiene and 
Safety; V, Implementation Provisions. The provisions 
deal mostly with the inalienable right of the consumer to 
choice, consumption and the trading of healthy and safe 
food, whose hygiene and safety requirements are 
fulfilled; and to be .e_rovided with information about food 
11 
hygiene procedures in food processing, handling, 
packaging and selling. Poisoning and toxicity must be 
avoided at any cost, as any contamination due to mis­
handling or mis-processing by the personnel involved in 
food production can represent a risk for the consumer. 
12 
I l l . Regulations from the Ministry of Health 
No Source 
Decisions 
www.moh.gov. 
vn 
www.moh.gov. 
vn 
www.moh.gov. 
vn 
www.moh.gov. 
vn 
Title in English 
Decision No. 23/2007/QD-
BYT on March 29, 2007 
promulgating the regulation 
of State control in the field of 
imported food quality, 
hygiene and safety 
Decision No. 22/2007/QD-
BYT on March 20, 2007 
assigning the organisation 
responsible for State control 
in the field of imported food 
quality, hygiene and safety 
Decision No. 21/2007/QD-
BYT on March 12, 2007 
promulgating regulations on 
the health of those directly 
involved in processing 
packaged food and trading 
ready-to-eat food 
Decision No. 20/2007/QD-
BYT on March 8, 2007 
assigning the organisatio� ·�-· � 
Title in Vietnamese 
Quyet djnh so 
23/2007/QD-BYT ngay 
29/3/2007 vS vi�c ban hanh 
"Quy chS ki�m tra nha 
nuoc v� chftt luqng v� sinh 
an toan df>i v&i thµc ph§m 
nh�E kh§u" 
Quy�t djnh s6 
22/2007/QD-BYT ngay 
20/3/2007 vS vi�c chi dinh 
t6 cht'.rc thµc hi�n ki�m tra 
nha nuoc vs chftt lm;mg, v� 
sinh an toan thµc ph§m 
nh�E kh§u 
Quy�t djnh s6 
21/2007/QD-BYT ngay 
12/3/2007Ban hanh "Quy 
dinh vS diSu ki�n sue khoe 
d6i voi nhi?1g nguai tiSp 
xuc trµc tiep trong qua 
trinh chS biSn thµc ph§m 
bao g6i s�n va kinh doanh 
thµc jh§m an ngai::" 
Quyet djnh s6 
20/2007 /QD-BYT ngay 
8/3/2007 v� vi�c chi dinh t6 
Summa!X 
The regulation provides methods, content and procedures 
for state control, rights and responsibilities of all 
concerned parties in order to ensure quality, hygiene and 
safety of imported food, including food material, food 
additives, packaged food, etc. 
Assigning VinaControl branch in HCMC to control 
imported food quality, through the HCMC border gate. 
This regulation prescribes obligatory health conditions 
for those involving directly in the food processing of 
packaged and ready-to-eat foods. Workers must be free 
of the following diseases: tuberculosis, diarrhea, 
hepatitis, respiratory diseases, infected skin injury, etc. 
Health examinations of workers must be carried out both 
before recruitment and on a regular basis during their 
work. 
Assigning Tay Ninh Preventive Health Center to control 
imported food quality, via the Tay Ninh border gate. 
1 3  
http://www.moh 
.gov .vn 
www.moh.gov. 
vn 
www.moh.gov. 
vn 
http://www.nea. 
gov.vn 
http://www.nea . 
responsible for State control 
in the field of imported food 
quality, hygiene and safety. 
Decision No. 19/2007/QD­
BYT on assigning state 
control of quality and food 
hygiene and safety 
Decision No. 18/QD-BYT 
on February 27, 2007 
promulgating the 
"Regulation on managing the 
food hygiene and safety 
.9.uick test" 
Decision No.39/2006/QD­
BYT of December 13, 2006 
promulgating the regulation 
on the inspection of food 
_201somng 
Decision No 12/2006/QD­
BYT of March 09, 2006 
promulgating the 
"Regulation on 
decentralizing the state 
management of food hygiene 
and safety to Health 
branches" 
Decision No 11/2006/QD­
BYT of March 09, 2006 
chuc thµc hi?n kiem tra nha 
nu6c vS chfit luQTig, v? sinh 
an toan thµc phdm nh�p 
khdu. 
Quyit djnh s6 
19/2007/QD-BYT V/v chi 
dinh t6 chuc thµc hi�n ki�m 
tra nha nu6c vS ch&t luQTig, 
v� sinh an toan thµc phdm 
nh�£ khdu 
Quyit djnh s6 18/QD­
BYT ngay 27/2/2007 vS 
vi�c ban hanh "quy chS 
quan ly xet nghi�m nhanh 
v� sinh an toan thµc phdm" 
Quyit djnh s6 
39/2006/QD-BYT v� vi�c 
ban hanh "Quy chS diSu tra 
ngQ d9c thµc phdm" 
Quyit djnh s6 
12/2006/QD-BYT ngay 
09/03/2006 vS vi�c ban 
hanh "Quy dinh phan c§.p 
nhi�m V\l quan ly va tham 
gia quan ly nha nu6c v� v� 
sinh an toan thµc phdm 
trong nghanh y tS" 
Quyet djnh so 
11/2006/QD-BYT, n� 
This decision assigns Danang Preventive Health Service 
to control imported food products at the Danang border 
gate, and VF A to implement and control the 
implementation of this decision. 
This regulation prescribes the test, registration, 
advertisement, label and quick test on food hygiene and 
safety. All quick tests on food hygiene and safety made 
in Vietnam or in a foreign country must be certified by 
MOH . 
This decision promulgates the regulation on food 
poisoning inspection. This regulation details methods 
and steps needed for inspection when food poisoning 
occurs, together with the conclusion and declaration of 
food poisoning. 
This regulates the decentralization to health 
organizations at different levels to assume the state 
management, research and implementation of 
regulations/ programs on food hygiene and safety, 
including VFA, National Institutes working on food 
safety and hygiene, Provincial Health Departments, 
Provincial Preventive Health centres, District Health 
Departments, District Preventive Health centres, and 
Commune Health services. 
This decision provides for regulations on procedures, 
documents and the competence of granting certificates 
14 
gov.vn 
Official Gazette 
No 9- January 
6, 2006 
www.moh.gov. 
vn 
promulgating the 
"Regulation on issuing the 
certificate of having 
sufficient conditions of food 
hygiene and safety for high 
risk foods". 
Decision No. 43/2005/QD­
BYT of December 20, 2005, 
promulgating the Regulation 
of requirements of food 
hygiene and safety 
knowledge for persons 
personally engaged in food 
production and business 
activities 
Decision No. 42/2005-BYT 
of December 08, 2005 
promulgating the Regulation 
on the statement of food 
09/03/2006 ve vi�c ban 
hanh « quy ch� cfip gifiy 
chung nh�n du di€u ki�n v� 
sinh an toan thµc ph.im d6i 
VO'i CCY SCJ Sall XUfit, kinh 
doanh thµc ph.im c6 nguy 
ca cao. 
Quy�t d!nh s6 
43/2005/QD-BYT v€ vi�c 
ban hanh "Quy dinh yeu 
du ki�n thuc v� sinh an 
toan thµc ph§m d6i v6i 
ngucri trµc ti�p san xufit 
kinh doanh thµc ph.lm" 
Quy�t d!nh s6 
42/2005/QD-BYT 08 thang 
12 nam 2005 v€ vi�c ban 
hanh guy ch� v€ cong bf> 
for having sufficient conditions of food hygiene and 
safety for the production and trading unit of high risk 
foods (including meat and meat products, milk and milk 
products, egg and egg products, raw and processed 
aquatic products, ice-cream, ice, natural water ; 
functional food, additional food, food additives ; 
processed food for immediate consumption, frozen food, 
soya milk and soya products, fresh vegetables and 
fruits). 
The certificate will be issued by VF A (for functional 
food, food providing micro-nutrients, additional food, 
additives and mineral water), Provincial Health 
departments or Preventive Health centers or District 
Population Committees ( or District Preventive Health 
centers, etc.). The control, inspection and sanctions will 
be carried out by VF A, MOH and Provincial Health 
Department inspectors, in collaboration with MOT. 
This decision provides for the requirements of food 
hygiene and safety knowledge required by individuals 
directly engaged in food production and food business 
activities. This includes basic knowledge on food 
hygiene and safety (to attain the certificate): food-related 
risks, food hygiene and safety conditions, methodology 
assuring food hygiene and safety in the production 
process, processing, preservation, stocking, 
transportation and consumption; good hygiene practices, 
regulations on food hygiene and safety, GMP, GHP, 
HACCP and specialty knowledge. 
This Regulation regulates procedures for the statement of 
food product specifications, testing and inspection, and 
the regime of fee collection, etc. The Regulation consists 
of 4 Chapters divided into 13 articles. Food products 
1 5  
product specification 
http://www.nea. Decision No. 41/2005/QD­
gov.vn BYT of December 08, 2005 
promulgating the regulation 
on hygiene and safety 
conditions for food service 
and trade units 
www.vfa.gov.v Decision No. 39/2005/QD-
!l BYT of November 28, 2005 
on general hygiene 
conditions applicable to food 
processing establishments 
www.moh.gov. Decision No. 01/2005/QD-
vn BYT promulgating the 
Regulation on food safety 
and hygiene conditions 
applicable to beverage 
tieu chuan san pham thµc 
phfim" 
Quy�t dfnh s6 
41/2005/QD-BYT ngay 
08/12/2005 vS vi�c ban 
hanh "Quy dinh diSu ki�n 
v� sinh an toan thµc phfim 
d6i v6i co so kinh doanh, 
dich V\l, ph\lc V\l an u6ng" 
Quy�t dfnh s6 
39/2005/QD-BNN quy 
dinh cac diSu ki�n v� sinh 
Chung df>i Vffi CO SO' San 
xufrt thµc phfim 
Quyet dfnh so 
01/2005/QD-BYT ng ay 
07/01/2005 vS vi�c ban 
hanh "Quy dinh diSu ki�n 
v� sinh an toan df>i v6i co 
subject to specification statement are listed in Chapter I. 
Chapter II deals with procedures and dossiers' 
documentation necessary for the statement of product 
specification, which shall include: written statement of 
product specification; table of standards set out by the 
trader; business registration certificates ; testing results 
on quality, and hygienic criteria of the food subject to 
specification statement; labeled samples, etc. 
Responsibilities of traders are outlined in Article 6 .  
Traders shall apply for an extension of valid duration of 
product specification statements, as provided for in 
Chapter III. Chapter IV deals with testing, inspection and 
the regime of fee collection and reporting. 
This decision requires necessary and sufficient 
conditions to ensure food hygiene and quality for all 
individuals or organizations having a food trade activity. 
These conditions cover materials, infrastructure, 
workers' health, safe food, environment, labeling, 
packaging, etc. 
This decision outlines the general hygiene conditions 
required for food premises, including location and 
environment, arrangement of food premises, water 
system, waste recycling, room for workers to change 
clothes, toilet, disinfection of tools and hands, clothes, 
worker's knowledge of food hygiene, workers' health 
status, etc. 
This Regulation prescribes conditions to ensure food 
safety and hygiene in the process of producing and 
processing beverages . The Regulation consists of 16 
articles divided into 5 Chapters: General provisions (I); 
Provisions on beverage establishments (II); 
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Official Gazette 
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September 
2004 (27-9-
2004) 
www.moh.gov. 
vn 
establishments 
Decision No.4871/2004/QD-
BYT of December 31,2004 
promulgating branch 
standards 
Decision No.4282/2004/QD-
BYT promulgating the 
"Regulation on the condition 
to ensure the hygiene and 
safety for establishments 
producing and processing 
dairy and dairy 2roducts" 
Decision No. 
3616/2004/QD-BYT of 
October 14, 2004 
promulgating the Regulation 
on sanitation safety for 
irradiation-preserved food 
Decision No. 
3235/2004/QD-BYT of 
September 16, 2004 
permitting the field 
application of five quick tests 
of food quality, hygiene and 
safety 
Decision No. 
3074/2004/Q.D-BYT of_ 
SO' san xuat, che bien nUO'C 
giai khat" 
Quy�t djnh s6 
4871/2004/QD-BYT ngay 
31/12/2004 ban hanh tieu 
chuAn nganh � t€ 
QuySt dJnh so 
4282/2004/QD-BYT vS 
vi�c ban hanh "Quy dinh 
diSu ki�n baa dam v� sinh 
an toan df>i v&i CO' SO' San 
xu�t, ch€ bi€n sfra va cac 
San phAm tu sfra" 
Quy�t dJnh s6 
3616/2004/Ql>-BYT ngay 
14-10-2004 vS vi�c ban 
hanh "Quy dinh v� sinh an 
toan d6i vm thµc phAm bao 
quan bfulg phuong phap 
chi€u xc;i" 
Quyet dJnh so 
3235/2004/Ql>-BYT 
ngay16 thang 9 nam 2004 
vs vi�c cho phep ap d\lllg 
tren thµc dia 5 thu nghi�m 
ki�m tra nhanh ch�t luc;mg 
v� sinh an toan thµc 2hAm 
Quy�t dJnh 3074/ 2004/ 
Ql>-BYT, 
Responsibilities of establishment owners and provisions 
on people directly engaged in beverage production and 
processing (III); Provisions on packing, preservation, 
transportation and the process of beverage production 
and 2rocessing (IV); Im2lementation 2rovisions (V). 
Promulgation of two standards on E.Coli in food, and 
fungus identification in food. 
This regulation provides for the necessary hygiene 
conditions in terms of building, tools, workers, 
processing and preserving places, packaging and 
labeling, additives, etc. and the necessary training on 
hygiene for workers and staff. 
This regulation prescribes hygiene conditions for 
irradiation-preserved food, in terms of irradiation source, 
irradiation management, food for irradiation and a list of 
foods permitted for irradiation. 
This decision permits the application of five quick tests 
of food quality, hygiene and safety including alkali 
pigment, Nitrite, Nitrate, oxydated fat and oil, and 
Saccaroza. 
This decision permits the application of 12 quick tests to 
detect chemicals in food including sulphite, hypochlorid 
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September 06, 2004 
permitting the application of 
12 quick tests of chemicals, 
food quality, hygiene and 
safety 
Decision No. 
5327/2003/QD-BYT of 
October 13, 2003 
promulgating the "regulation 
on taking samples in cases of 
food poisoning" 
Decision 4021/2003/QD­
BYT of July 30, 2003 
promulgating the "regulation 
on evaluating 20 food 
additives in terms of food 
hygiene and safety" 
Decision 785/2003/QD-BYT 
of March 10, 2003 
promulgating branch 
standards 
Decision 2244/2002/QD­
BYT of June 13, 2002 
promulgating the regulation 
on hygiene and safety of 
meat and meat product 
premises 
ngay 06 thang 9 nam 2004 
v� vi�c cho phep ap dl)Ilg 
12 thu nghi�m phat hi�n 
nhanh o nhi€m h6a h9c 
trong thµc plu1m 
, 
\..,JUyet djnh s6 
5327/2003/QD-BYT ngay 
13/10/2003 v� vi�c ban 
hanh "guy djnh l�y m�u 
thµc phb va b�nh phAm 
khi xay ra ngQ d9c thµc 
_ghAm" 
Quyit djnh 
4021/2003/QD-BYT v/v 
ban hanh "Quy djnh danh 
gia v� sinh an toan 20 ch�t 
ph\l gia thlJc phAm" 
Quyit dinh 785/2003/QD­
BYT ngiy 10/3/2003 v� 
vi�c ban hanh Tieu chuAn 
nganh 
Quy�t djnh s6 
2244/2002/QD-BYT ngay 
13/06/2002 ban hanh Quy 
djnh di�u ki�n v� sinh an 
toan df>i VO'i CO' SO ch� bi�n 
thjt va san ph�m thjt 
acid, formalin, salicylic acid, sodium hydrogen sulfate, 
acetic acid, pigments, borax, pesticide residues, etc. 
This decision prescribes the responsibilities of 
establishments causing food poisoning, of those 
responsible for taking samples when food poisoning 
occurs, and the technical requirements to take samples, 
including tools, techniques, preservation, transportation, 
etc. 
This decision provides hygiene and safety requirements 
for 20 food additives including sorbic acid, potassium 
sorbat, calcium sorbat, sodium and potassium benzoates, 
etyl p-hydroxybenzoate, Propyl p-hydroxybenzoate, 
Metyl p-hydroxybenzoate, potassium nitrate, tertiary 
butyl hydroquinone (TBHQ), butyl hydroxyanisol 
(BHA), butyl hydroxytoluen (BHT), Mannitol, 
Aspartame (APM), Isomalt, Sucralose (Splenda ®), Red 
2G, Green S, Brilliant black, Brown HT. 
Promulgation of five standards on Fungi indentification, 
Listeria monocytogenes, nitrates and nitrites 
quantification in food, aldehydes quantification in 
alcohol. 
According to this regulation, meat and meat product 
premises must be separated from polluted areas, 
including breeding and slaughtering areas. Meat 
transportation means, equipment and tools must be made 
by none oxidized materials, none eroded and none 
infected by toxic substances. Additionally, 
enterprises/individuals engaging in production, 
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Decision No. 
3132/2002/QD-BYT of June 
4, 2002 promulgating a 
technical rule for quantifying 
lead (Pb) in food 
Decision No. 
3131/2002/QD-BYT of June 
4, 2002 promulgating a 
technical rule for quantifying 
copper (Cu) in food 
Decision No. 
3130/2002/QD-BYT of June 
4, 2002 promulgating a 
technical rule for quantifying 
Zinc (Zn) in food 
Decision No. 
3129/2002/QD-BYT of June 
4, 2002 promulgating a 
technical rule for quantifying 
Arsenic (As) in food 
Decision No. 
1052/2002/QD-BYT of 
March 29, 2002 
promulgating a technical rule 
for a quick test on food 
hygiene, safety and quality 
Decision No 928/2002/QD­
BYT of March 2 1 ,  2002 
promulgating the regulation 
on conditions ensuring food 
Quyit d!nh s6 
2132/2002/QD-BYT ngay 
4/6/2002 ban hanh thuong 
quy ky thu�t dinh lm;mg chi 
(Pb) trong thµc�ph§m 
Quy�t d!nh s6 
2131/2002/QD-BYT ngay 
4/6/2002 ban hanh thuong 
quy ky thu�t dinh luc;mg 
d6ng (Cu) trong thµc ph§m 
Quyit d!nh s6 
2130/2002/QD-BYT ngay 
4/6/2002 ban hanh thuong 
quy ky thu�t dinh luc;mg 
kem (Zn) tron:f thvc ph§m 
Quyit d!nh so 
2129/2002/QD-BYT ngay 
4/6/2002 ban hanh thuong 
quy ky thu�t dinh luc;mg 
arsen (As) trong thµc ph§m 
Quyit d!nh s6 
1052/2002/QD-BYT ngay 
29/3/2002 ban hanh thuong 
quy kiSm tra nhanh ch�t 
luc;mg v? sinh an toan thµc 
2him 
Quyit dJnh s6 
928/2002/QD-BYT ngay 
21/3/2002 vs vi?c ban hanh 
� dinh vS diSu ki?n bao 
processing and trade of meat and meat products must use 
materials with origins from healthy animals. 
Promulgation of technical rule to quantify lead (Pb) in 
food. 
Promulgation of technical rule to quantify copper (Cu) in 
food. 
Promulgation of technical rule to quantify zinc (Zn) in 
food. 
Promulgation of technical rule to quantify arsenic (As) in 
food. 
Promulgation of a technical rule for a quick test of food 
to detect pigments, nitrates and nitrites, mineral acid, 
formalin, saccharose, sodium borate (borax), pesticides, 
etc. 
This regulation states the requirements in terms of the 
production, use and trade of food additives as per Article 
3, in order to comply with hygiene and safety procedw-es 
for foodstuffs. Article 7 deals with hygiene requirements 
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Circulars 
Official Gazette 
No. 04-
September 2004 
No. 07 (06-9-
2004) and 
http://faolex.fao 
.org/docs/pdf/vi 
e48716.pdf 
hygiene and safety in the 
production of, trading in, and 
use of food additives 
Directive No.05/2005/CT­
BYT of June 08, 2005 on the 
reinforcement of street­
vended food hygiene and 
safety assurance 
Circular No. 08/2004/TT­
BYT of August 23, 2004 
guiding the management of 
functional foodstuff 
products 
dam v� sinh an toan thvc 
phlim trong san xmit, kinh 
doanh, su d\mg pht,1 gia 
thvc phlim 
Chi thi s6 05/2005/CT­
BYT ngay 8/6/2005 vS vi�c 
tang cucmg cong tac bao 
dam v� sinh an toan thuc an 
ducm_g_gh5 
Thong tU' 08/2004/TT­
BYT hu6ng d�n vi�c quan 
ly cac san phlim thvc phlim 
chuc nang 
for workers to adhere to, the materials used in food 
dishware and cutlery, and the labeling and packaging of 
food treated with food additives . Article 8 indicates 
which additives are banned from use, and the dosage and 
labeling for the approved ones. The Regulation also 
addresses some minor environmental issues, like the 
distance from polluted areas and polluting sources. 
This directive gives instructions to Provincial Health 
Centers, Provincial People's Committees and VFA on 
the reinforcement of communication, control and 
inspection of street-vended food, to ensure hygiene and 
safety. 
This Circular provides for foodstuffs that have been 
supplemented with special nutrients, vitamins and 
minerals, and other assorted food additives meant to 
strengthen or support the body via nutritional 
implements. The RNI 2002 (Recommended Nutrient 
Intakes) should not be exceeded, and in cases of 
excessive dosage, the labeling should clearly indicate the 
actual dosages. In cases of medically and biologically 
active ingredients, the supporting documentation, 
proving their efficacy and intended use, must be clearly 
indicated on the labels. The labels shall also indicate the 
instructions for use, together with effects, dosages, 
contraindications, and any other important information 
related to the consumption of that particular foodstuff. 
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IV. Regulations from the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
No Source 
Decision 
Cong bao 
(Official 
Gazette) s6 
65+66 ngay 
01/02/2007 
Title in English 
Decision 12/2007 /QD-BNN 
of February 6, 2007 
promulgating lists of 
veterinary medicine allowed, 
limited, and prohibited in 
Vietnam 
Decision 1 1/2007 /QD-BNN 
of February 6, 2007 
promulgating a list of 
vaccines, bio-products, 
micro-organisms, and 
chemical substances used in 
veterinary practice 
_2ermissable in Vietnam 
Decision No 05/2007/QD­
BNN of January 22, 2007 on 
the amendment of Decision 
No 38/2006/QD-BNN (dated 
1 6/5/2006), signed by the 
Minster, on the regulation for 
FMD control and prevention 
Title in Vietnamese 
Quy�t djnh s6 
12/2007/QD-BNN ngay 06 
thang 02 nam 2007s Cong 
b6 danh m\lc thu6c thu y 
duqc phep ban hanh, h?n 
ch€ SU d\lilg va dm SU 
d\lng t?i Vi�t Nam. 
Quy�t djnh s6 
1 1/2007/QD-BNN ngay 06 
thang 02 nam 2007 Cong 
b6 danh m\}c vie xin, ch€ 
ph�m sinh h9c, vi sinh v�t, 
hoa ch.it dung trong thu y 
duqc luu hanh t?i Vi�t 
Nam. 
Quy�t dfnh s6 
05/2007/QD-BNN vS vi�c 
sua df>i Quy€t dµih s6 
38/2006/QD-BNN ngay 
16/5/2006 cua 89 tru6ng 
89 Nang nghi�p va PTNT 
vS vi�c ban hanh quy djnh 
phong ch6ng b�nh la m6m 
long m6ng gia sue. 
Summar_r 
Promulgation of a list of veterinary medicines that are 
allowed, limited or prohibited in Vietnam. 
Promulgation of a list of vaccines, bio-products, micro­
organisms and chemicals used in the veterinary field 
which are permitted for circulation in Vietnam. 
This decision amends the decision No38/2006/QD-BNN 
promulgating the regulation on the prevention and 
control of foot-and-mouth disease in animals. 
21 
h!!Q://vbgggl.m Decision No.70/2006/QD-
01-gov.vn BNN to amend and 
supplement the Decision 
No.49/2006/QD-BNN dated 
June 13, 2006 regulating the 
branding of animals that are 
transported domestically and 
exported and imported 
h!!Q://vbgggl.m Decision 67/2006/QD-BNN 
01.gov.vn of September 12, 2006, 
amending and supplementing 
the Ministry's Decision 
38/2006/QD-BNN dated 
May 16, 2006 promulgating 
the regulation on the 
prevention and control of 
foot-and-mouth disease in 
animals 
Cong Bao No Decision No. 51/2006/QD-
48 (30-6-2006) BNN of June 16, 2006 
providing conditions for the 
import, trading, distribution 
and supply of foot-and-
mouth vaccines 
Cong Bao nos Decision No. 49/2006/QD-
46-4 7 (28-6- BNN of June 13, 2006 
2006) promulgating the Regulation 
on the sealing of 
domestically trans12orted, 
Quy�t djnh s6 
70/2006/QD-BNN V /v sua 
dBi, bB sung Quyet dinh sf> 
49/2006/QD-BNN ngay 
13/06/2006 cua BQ truong 
BQ NN va PINT v6 vi�c 
ban hanh quy dinh danh 
ddu gia sue v�n chuySn 
trong nu&c, xudt kh§.u va 
nh�J2 kh§.u 
Quy�t djnh s6 
67 /2006/QD-BNN V /v sua 
dBi, bB sung Quyet dinh sf> 
38/2006/QD-BNN ngay 
16/5/2006 cua BQ truong 
BQ N6ng nghi�p va Phat 
triSn n6ng th6n v6 vi�c ban 
hanh quy dinh phong chf>ng 
b�nh 16 m6m long m6ng 
gia sue 
Quy�t djnh 51/ 2006/QD-
BNN ngay 16/6/2006 Quy 
dinh v6 di6u ki�n nh�p 
kh§.u, kinh doanh va phan 
phf>i, cung ung vie xin La 
m6m long m6ng 
Quy�t djnh s6 
49/2006/QD-BNN ban 
hanh quy dinh v6 vi�c danh 
ddu gia sue v�n chuySn 
trong nu&c, xudt kh§.u va 
This decision amends and supplements the decision No. 
49/2006/QD-BNN on sealing domestically transported 
and imported/exported animals. Specifically, the article 
No.4 (section 1) on sealing domestically transported 
animals was amended. 
This decision amends the point b, item 2, article 7 in the 
decision No 38/2006/QD-BNN on May 16, 2006 on the 
prevention and control of animal foot-and-mouth 
disease. 
The decision prescribes conditions for the import, trade 
and distribution and technical requirements for 
preserving foot-and-mouth diseases vaccines applied for 
all domestic/foreign organizations or individuals. 
This decision is applicable to animals transported, 
imported and exported in large quantities by attaching a 
coded tag on animals' ears. Green tags are to be used for 
domestically transported animals and yellow ones for 
im12orted/ ex12orted animals . 
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Cong Bao nos 
imported and exported cattle 
Decision No. 48/2006/QD­
BNN of June 9, 2006 
promulgating the regulation 
on clothes, badges, logos, 
quarantine cards in the field 
of animal guarantines 
Decision No. 46/2006/QD­
BNN of June 6, 2006 
promulgating the additional 
list of veterinary drugs 
permitted for circulation in 
Vietnam in 2006 
Decision No. 45/2006/QD­
BNN of June 6, 2006 
promulgating the additional 
list of vaccines, biologic 
products, micro-organisms 
and chemicals for veterinary 
use, which are permitted for 
circulation in Vietnam in 
2006 
Decision No. 38/2006/QD­
BNN of May 16, 2006 
promulgating the Regulation 
on cattle foot-and-mouth 
,dt-Bease prevention and 
control 
Decision No. 15/2006/QD-
nh�£ khau 
Quy�t djnh s6 
48/2006/QD-BNN ngay 
9/6/2006 ban hanh guy dinh 
VS trang ph\lC, phu hi�u, 
cfrp hi�u, bi�n hi�u, the 
kiSm djch d(mg v�t 
Quy�t djnh s6 
46/2006/QD-BNN c6ng b& 
Danh m\lC b6 sung thu&c 
thu y duqc phep luu hanh 
t�i Vi�t Nam nam 2006 
Quyet djnh so 
45/2006/QD-BNN ngay 06 
thang 6 nam 2006 vs vi�c 
c6ng b& danh m\lc b6 sung 
v�c xin, ch� ph�m sinh h9c, 
vi sinh v�t, hoa chM dung 
trong thu y duqc phep luu 
hanh t�i Vi�t Nam nam 
2006 
Quyet djnh so 
38/2006/QD-BNN vS vi�c 
ban hanh guy dµih phong 
ch&ng b�nh la mf>m long 
m6ng gia sue 
Quy�t djnh s6 
Detailed instructions on the clothes, badges, logos, 
quarantine cards to be applied for all quarantine officers . 
List of additional veterinary drugs which were permitted 
in 2006. 
Additional list of vaccines, bio-products, micro­
organisms and chemicals for veterinary use, pennitted 
for circulation in Vietnam in 2006. 
This decision regulates measures for 
- Prevention of foot-and-mouth disease, including 
communication, monitoring and control by state 
organizations, hygiene, vaccination and transportation 
quarantine. 
- Control of foot-and-mouth disease, including 
declaration of disease; treatment by isolating, killing 
infected animals and disinfection of breeding facilities; 
control of animal trans.2ortation. 
Procedures to quarantine animals and animal products 
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BNN of March 8, 2006 
promulgating the Regulation 
on the order and procedures 
for quarantine of animals and 
animal products; and 
veterinary hygiene inspection 
Decision No. 10/2006/QD­
BNN of June 16, 2006 
promulgating the Regulation 
on procedures for the 
registration of production, 
importation, circulation of 
veterinary drugs, materials 
for producing veterinary 
drugs, bio-products, micro­
organisms and chemicals 
used in the veterinary sector 
Decision No.5/2006-QD­
BNN of January 2006 
promulgating a list of 
veterinary medicines and raw 
materials for producing 
veterinary medicines allowed 
in the market until December 
31, 2006 
Decision No. 04/2006/QD­
BNN of January 12, 2006 
promulgating the list of 
vaccines, bio-products, 
micro-organisms and 
chemicals for veterinary use, 
which are .P_ermitted for 
15/2006/QD-BNN ve Quy 
trinh, thu t\lc ki€m dich 
d9ng v�t, san ph�m d9ng 
v�t, ki€m tra v� sinh thu y 
Quy�t dJnh s6 
10/2006/QD-BNN ngay 
16/6/2006 v/v Quy dinh thu 
t\lc dang ky san xufrt, nh�p 
kh�u, luu hanh thu6c thu y, 
nguyen li�u lam thu6c thu 
y, ch€ ph�m sinh h9c, vi 
sinh v�t, hoa chfrt dung 
trong thu y. 
Quy�t dJnh s6 
05/2006/QD-BNN ngay 12 
thang 01 nam 2006 v� vi�c 
c6ng b6 danh ml,lc thu6c 
thu y, nguyen li�u lam 
thu6c thu y duqc phep luu 
hanh d�n ngay 31 thang 12 
nam 2006 
Quyet dJnh so 
04/2006/QD-BNN ngay 
12/01/2006 v@ vi�c Cong 
b6 danh ml,lc v�c xin, ch� 
ph�m sinh h9c, vi sinh v�t, 
hoa chfrt dung trong thu y 
OUQ'C luu hanh t<;ti Vi�t Nam 
that are to be circulated in the country or 
imported/exported, transited in Vietnam's territory and 
those to be exhibited. 
Procedures for the registration of 
production/trade/importation/circulation of veterinary 
drugs, materials for veterinary drug production, bio­
products, micro-organisms, chemicals used in the 
veterinary sector in Vietnam. 
Promulgation of veterinary medicines, and materials for 
the production of veterinary medicines, permitted for 
circulation until 31 December 2006. 
Promulgation of the list of permitted vaccines, bio­
products, micro-organisms and chemicals for veterinary 
use for circulation in Vietnam in 2006. 
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circulation in Vietnam in 
2006 
htt12://vbgrml.m Decision No. 03/2006/QD-
01.gov.vn BNN of January 12, 2006 on 
the list of veterinary 
medicines which are legally 
circulated, restrictively used 
or completely banned in 
Vietnam in 2006 
OFFICIAL Decision No. 87/2005/QD-
GAZETTE No BNN on the procedures for 
13-10-01-2006 the control of animal 
slaughtering 
www.cucthuy.g Decision No 86/2005/QD-
ov.vn BNN promulgating the 
quarantine forms for animals 
and animal products, and 
veterinary hygiene inspection 
ht!Q://vbg1212Lm Decision No 73/2005/QD-
OJ.gov.vu BNN dated November 14, 
2005 promulgating the List 
of Plant pests subject to 
Quarantine in Vietnam 
Cong Bao No Decision No. 72/2005/QD-
29 (27-11-2005) BNN of November 14, 2005 
promulgating the list of 
objects subject to plant 
guarantine in Vietnam 
nam 2006 
Quy�t djnh s6 
03/2006/QD-BNN ngay 
12/1/2006 vS vi�c ban hanh 
danh m\}C thu6c thu y duqc 
phep luu hanh, h?n chS SU 
d\lfig va c§m su d\lllg a 
Vi�t Nam nam 2006 
QUYET DJNH 
87/2005/QD-BNN ngay 26 
thang 12 nam 2005 
Ban hanh Quy trinh kiSm 
soat giSt m5 d9ng v�t 
QUYET DJNH 86 
/2005/QD-BNN ngay 26 
thang 12 nam 2005 
Ban hanh Quy dinh m�u hf> 
so kiSm dich d(mg v�t, san 
ph�m d9ng v�t; kiSm tra v? 
sinh thu � 
Quy�t djnh s6 
73/2005/QD-BNN ngay 
14/11/2005 vS vi�c Ban 
.hanh danh m\lC d6i tu()'Ilg 
kiSm dich thvc v�t cua 
nu6c CHXHCN Vi�t Nam 
Quy�t djnh s6 
72/2005/QD-BNN ngay 
14/11/2005 vS vi�c cong b6 
danh m\}c v�t thS thu9c 
di�n kiSm dich thvc v�t cua 
The decision promulgates the list of veterinary medicines 
which are permitted for circulation, restrictively used or 
forbidden in Vietnam in 2006. 
Promulgation of animals and poultry slaughtering 
control procedures, including control before slaughtering 
( quarantine document, animal health status), and after 
slaughtering ( examination of carcass and viscera) . 
Promulgation of the forms (including 26 forms) for 
animals and animal products quarantine, and veterinary 
hygiene inspection. 
Promulgation of the list of plants subject to quarantine. 
Promulgation of the list of objects subject to plant 
quarantine. 
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Decision No. 64/2005/QD -
BNN of October 13, 2005, 
promulgating a list of 
diseases which must be 
declared as epidemics; a list 
of dangerous animal 
diseases; and a list of 
diseases subject to the 
application of compulsory 
.2_reventive measures 
Decision No. 63/2005/QD -
BNN of October 13, 2005, 
promulgating the Regulation 
on compulsory vaccination 
for livestock and poultry 
Decision No. 48/2005/QD -
BNN of July 25, 2005, 
providing samples of 
slaughter control marks and 
veterinary hygiene inspection 
stam.12.s 
Decision No 47/2005/QD­
BNN of July 25, 2005 
regulating the quantity of 
animals and animal products 
subject to quarantine when 
transported out of the 
district, and animals and 
animal products free of 
_g_uarantine 
nu6c CHXHCN Vi�t Nam 
Quyet djnh so 
64/2005/QD-BNN ngay 
13/10/2005 v/v ban hanh 
danh ffi\lC cac b�nh phai 
cong b6 dich, cac b�nh 
nguy hi�m CUa d(mg V?t, 
cac b�nh phai ap dl,lng cac 
bi�n phap phong b�nh b�t 
bu9c . 
Quy�t djnh s6 
63/2005/QD-BNN V€ vi�c 
Ban hanh Quy dinh v€ tiem 
phong b�t bu9c vile xin cho 
gia sue, gia c�m 
Quy�t djnh s6 
48/2005/QD -BNN ve vi�c 
quy dinh m!u dllu ki�m 
soat gi�t mf>, tern ki€m tra 
v� sinh thu y 
Quy�t djnh s6 
47 /2005/QD-BNN ng ay 
25/7/2005 V� vi�c quy dinh 
s6 lu()'Ilg d9ng V?t, kh6i 
lu()'Ilg san ph§.m d9ng V?t 
phai ki€m dich khi V?n 
chuy€n ra kh6i huy�n va 
mi�n ki€m dich 
Promulgation of the list of diseases which must be 
declared as epidemics, dangerous animal diseases and 
diseases subject to preventive measures applications . 
This Decision replaced Decision No. 1243 NN - TY/QD 
of July 24, 1996, promulgating the obligatory 
vaccination of animals and poultry. 
Providing the model of a seal for slaughtering control 
and a stamp for hygiene inspection. 
Providing the quantity (item I) and the weight (item II) 
of animals and animal products subject to quarantine and 
those free of quarantine. 
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Decision No 46/2005/QD­
BNN of July 25, 2005 
promulgating a list of objects 
of veterinary hygiene 
inspection; a list of subjects 
liable to veterinary hygiene 
inspection; and compulsory 
development application of 
veterinary hygiene 
standards 
Decision No. 45/2005/QD­
BNN of July 25, 2005 
promulgating the list of 
animals and animal product 
quarantine objects, and the 
list of animals and animal 
products subject to 
.9.uarantine 
Decision No. 15/2004/QD­
BNN promulgating the list of 
permitted pesticides, 
restricted pesticides and 
forbidden pesticides for use 
in Vietnam 
Decision No. 08/2004/QD­
BNN on the application of 
standards and norms of GMP 
in ASEAN countries 
Quy�t djnh s6 
46/2005/QD-BNN ngay 
25/7/2005 v€ vi�c Ban hanh 
Danh ml,lc d6i tuc;mg ki�m 
tra v� sinh thu y; Danh ml,lC 
d6i tuc;mg thu('>c di�n phai 
kiSm tra v� sinh thu y; 
Danh ml,lc d&i tuc;mg thu('>c 
di�n phai kiSm tra v� sinh 
thu y b�t bu9c ap d\lllg tieu 
chudn v� sillh thu y 
Quy�t djnh s6 
45/2005/QD-BNN V/v Ban 
hanh Danh ml,lC d&i tuc;mg 
kiSm djch d9ng v�t, san 
phdm d9ng v�t; Danh ml,lc 
d9ng v�t, san phdm d9ng 
v�t thu9c di�n phai kiSm 
dich 
Quy�t dinh s6 
15/2004/QD-BNN B9 
Nong nghi�p va Phat triSn 
N ong thon vs danh ml,lC cac 
lo?i thu6c bao v� thµc v�t 
dugc phep SU dl,lng, h?n ch€ 
SU dl,lng va dm SU d\lllg 6 
Vi�t Nam. 
Quyet dinh so 
08/2004/QD-BNN-TY 
ngay 30/3/2004 cua 89 
truang 89 N ong nghi�p va 
This Decision promulgates a list of objects subject to 
veterinary hygiene inspection that includes different 
kinds of bacteria, hormones, toxic gases, radioactive 
substances, antibiotics, etc. (sect. 1). The subjects liable 
to veterinary hygiene inspection shall include animals, 
animal products, animal feeds, etc. (sect. 2). Section 3 
provides a list of subjects liable to veterinary hygiene 
inspection and to compulsory application of veterinary 
hygiene standards that include animals for slaughter, 
food, establishments which process and preserve animal 
products, means of transport for animal products, etc. 
Promulgation of the obligatory quarantine for micro­
organisms and parasites which cause diseases in animals, 
toxic substances (Sect. I), animals and animal products 
(sect. I I). 
This decision proclaims the list of: 
- permitted chemicals for plant protection, including 
pesticides, parasiticides, forest products preserver 
chemicals, disinfection chemicals 
- chemicals with restricted use includes pesticides, 
raticides, parasiticides (termite), forest products 
preserver chemicals, disinfection chemicals 
- forbidden pesticides, raticides, herbicides with 28 
substances. 
According to this decision, all veterinary drug 
establishments must apply GMP of ASEAN. The 
application of GMP is one of the criteria for permitting 
the sale of their .P_roducts. 
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Decision No. 54/2002/QD­
BNN of June 20, 2002 
promulgating the interdiction 
of production, importation, 
circulation and use of some 
antibiotics and chemicals in 
animal food production and 
trade 
Directive No 101/CT-BNN 
on enhancing the prevention 
of avian influenza 
Directive No. 66/2006/CT­
BNN of August 25, 2006 
enhancing the management 
and improving agricultural 
products quality to ensure 
food hygiene and safety 
Phat trien nong thon ve 
vi�c tri�n khai ap d\ffig cac 
nguyen tic, tieu chu§n 
"Thµc hanh t6t san xu§.t 
thu6c" (GMP) cua cac nu6c 
D6n� Nam a (ASEAN). 
' d' h "l. 'JUyet JD SO 
54/2002/QI>-BNN ngay 
20/6/2002 v� vi�c dm san 
xudt, nh?p khiu, luu thong 
va SU d\illg m9t s6 lo�i 
khang sinh h6a chdt trong 
san xudt va kinh doanh 
thuc an chan nuoi 
Chi thf 101/2006/CT-BNN 
Ngay 08 thang 11 nam 
2006 V /v diy m�nh cong 
tac phong ch6ng djch cum 
gia c!m tai phat 
Chi thf s6 66/2006/CT­
BNN ngay 25 thang 8 nam 
2006 v� vi�c tang cuong 
cong tac quan ly, nang cao 
chit lu911g n6ng, lam 
San, V?t tu nong nghi�p Va 
dam bao v� sinh, an toan 
thµc oh§m 
List of chemicals and antibiotics forbidden for animal 
food production, importation, circulation and use. 
Instructions on the enhancement of avian influenza 
prevention to the Avian Influenza Steering Committee 
and provincial People's Committees by vaccinating 
poultry, disinfecting breeding environments, inspecting 
animal transportation, slaughtering and trading poultry 
which is not �uarantined. 
To deal with the problem of low quality agricultural 
products and food hygiene and safety issues, MARD 
gives instructions to enhance the management and 
improvement of agricultural products, including 
reviewing, amending or promulgating standards for 
agricultural products; applying GAP, GAHP, IPM, 
measures to prevent and control animal diseases, etc. 
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Circular 42/2006/TT-BNN 
of June 1 ,  2006, guiding the 
implementation of several 
articles of Prime Ministerial 
Decision 394/QD-TTg dated 
March 1 3 , 2006, regarding 
the promotion of investment 
in the construction and 
expansion of slaughtering, 
preserving and processing 
animal poultry 
establishments on industrial 
and concentrated scale 
www.nea.gov.v Circular No.85/2005/QD-
!! BNN of December 23, 2005 
providing instructions on the 
quarantine of poultry and 
poultry products, 
transportation, slaughtering 
and tradin 
Standards and sp_ecifications 
MARD Veterinary standards and 
specifications, Volume 1 
Veterinary standards and 
specifications, Volume 1 
Thong tu s6 42/2006/TT­
BNN ngay 1/6/2006 hu6ng 
d�n thµc hi?n m(>t s6 diSu 
t�i quySt dinh s6 394/QD­
TTg ngay 1 3/3/2006 cua 
thu tu6ng chinh phu vs 
khuySn khich ct.iu tu xay 
dµng m6i, mc'Y r(>ng ca sa 
giSt m6, baa quan chS biSn 
gia SUC gia c§m va ca SO' 
chan nuoi gia dm t?p 
trung, cong nghi?p 
Thong tu S6 85 /2005/TT­
BNN ngay 23 thang 1 2  
nam2005 Huong d�n vS 
vi?c ki�m dich V?n chuy�n, 
giSt m6, buon ban gia dm 
va san ph§m gia dm 
Tieu chufui, quy trinh 
nganh thu y, t?p 1 
Tieu chufrn, quy trinh 
nganh thu y, t?p 1 
Guidance on the implementation of some articles in the 
decision No 394/QD-TTg on the promotion of 
investment in construction and expansion of 
slaughtering, preserving and processing animal and 
poultry enterprises on an industrial and concentrated 
scale. This includes conditions for slaughtering, 
preserving animals and poultry, veterinary hygiene and 
food safety, slaughtering and preserving technology, etc. 
Guidance on the quarantine of poultry and poultry 
products, transportation, slaughtering and trade. 
This publication presents standards and specifications 
related to food hygiene and safety including meat and 
meat products and milk, veterinary hygiene including 
breeding practices and animal feed, veterinary medicines 
and animal disease dia�osis. 
Collection of standards and specifications related to the 
veterinary sector, including those on meat and meat 
products, milk, veterinary hygiene criteria for animal 
breeding, animal diseases, animal food. 
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MARD 
MARD 
MARD 
Veterinary standards and 
specifications, Volume 2-
Veterinary Hygiene and 
Food hygiene and Safety 
Veterinary standards and 
specifications, Volume 3-
Veterinary drugs 
management 
Veterinary standards and 
specifications, Volume 4-
Disease 2revention 
Tieu chuan, quy trinh 
nganh thu y, t?p 2- v� sinh 
thu y va v� sinh an toan 
thvc 2him 
Tieu chu�n, quy trinh 
nganh thu y, t�p 3- Quan ly 
thu6c thu y 
Tieu chuan, quy trinh 
nganh thu y, t�p 4- Phong 
ch6ng dich b?nh 
V. Regulations from the Ministry of Finance 
No Source Title in English 
Circular N o.92/2 006/TT-
B TC of October 10,  2006 
guiding the amendment and 
supplementation of Circular 
No.44 promulgated by MOF 
on May 24, 2006 guiding the 
financial system to prevent 
and control foot-and-mouth 
disease 
Circular No.44/2006/TT­
BTC of May 24, 2006 
guiding the financial system 
to prevent and control foot­
and-mouth disease 
Title in Vietnamese 
Thong tU' s6 92/2006/TT­
BTC ngay 03/10/2006 
huong ddn sua d6i b6 sung 
thong tu s6 44/2006/TT­
BTC ngay 24/5/2006 cua 
B9 Tai chinh huong dful 
chs d() tai chinh cts phong 
ch6ng dich 16 m6m long 
m6n�ia suc 
Thong tU' s6 44/2006/TT­
BTC ngay 24/5/2006 
hu6ng ddn v� chS d9 tai 
chinh dS phong, ch6ng dich 
la m6m, long mong a gia 
sue 
Collection of regulations and standards related to food 
hygiene and safety. 
Collection of regulations and standards related to 
veterinary drugs management. 
Collection of regulations and standards related to animal 
disease prevention. 
Summarx_ 
Amendment of the following points : 
- point 1.4, article 1, section II 
- point 2.2, article 2, section II 
- sub-point c, point 3.3, article 3, section II. 
According to this circular, 100% of the budget for 
buying vaccines for controlled zones and parental state 
animals breeding units shall be extracted from the State 
budget. For the buffer zones, the State shall support 50% 
of the budget for vaccination for animals in buffer zones. 
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VI. Inter-ministerial circulars 
No Source 
Cong Bao no 09 
(13-7-2006) 
Title in English 
Inter-ministerial Circular 
N o.01/2006/TTLT-BYT­
BNN of January 04, 2006 
sharing the responsibilities 
and collaboration in food 
hygiene and safety 
management 
Inter-ministerial Circular 
No. 17/2003/TTLT-BTC­
BNN&PTNT-BTS of March 
Title in Vietnamese 
Thong tll' lien tjch 
01/2006/TTLT-BYT-BNN 
hu6ng d§n phan cong ph&i 
hqp thµc hi�n chuc nang 
quan ly nha nu&c vs v� 
sinh an toan thµc ph§m 
Thong tll' lien tjch s6 
17 /2003/TTLT /BTC­
BNN &PTNT-BTS n� 
Summary 
This circular between two ministries, MOH and MARD, 
states their responsibilities and collaboration in the 
management of food hygiene and safety. 
- Management: MOH is in charge of constructing 
policies, strategies, plans for food hygiene and safety; 
general regulations and standards, etc. while MARD' s 
responsibilities are more likely to include guidance and 
implementation of these policies, strategies, plans for 
food hygiene and safety; promulgation of detailed 
regulations and standards for the production-processing 
procedure. 
- Prevention and overcoming food poisoning and food­
borne diseases: MOH is responsible for elaborating and 
implementing food poisoning prevention and 
overcoming plans, and the announcement of food-borne 
disease risks, while MARD is in charge of guidance in 
the implementation of strategies, policies, programming 
and plans for food hygiene and safety; promulgation and 
implementation of regulations, standards, technical 
procedures on food hygiene and safety for the whole 
production procedure (production -> harvest, 
slaughtering-> preliminary treatment-> preservation-> 
transportation) 
This circular prescribes the obligatory quarantine for 
imported/exported goods listed by MARD and MOFI. 
Only organizations regulated by MARD and MOFI 
3 1  
14, 2003 on the monitoring 
and control of 
imported/exported goods to 
be quarantined 
Further references 
1 4/3/2003 hu6ng d§n vi?c 
ki€m tra giam sat hang hoa 
xu.it khftu, nh�p khftu thu9c 
di?n ki€m dich d9ng v�t, 
ki€m dich thµc v�t, ki€m 
dich thuv san. 
(Annex 1) shall have the right to grant quarantine 
certificates. 
Anonymous, 2002. Capacity Building for the prevention of foodborne diseases - Legislation report, TA-5, Institution, ed. World Health 
Organization, Hanoi,  44 p. 
Nhai, N.T.T., Le Bas, C ., 2006. Food safety along the pig commodity chain : case study in Hai Duong, Vietnam [in French] . Labelsud project 
report, phase 1 ,  96 p. 
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